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International Capital Movement, Economic

Fundamentals and the Russian Financial Crisis :

Three Years Later

Shigeki ONO

In１９９７，Russia’s GDP recorded a positive growth rate for the

first time since Russia’s transition to a market economy. Hyperinfla-

tion was brought to an end, and the Russian economy seemed to fare

well. However, Russia was struck by a financial crisis in１９９８．In this

article, we seek to review the reasons for the Russian financial crisis,

and to analyze the situational change of its causes in the process of

the economic recovery, from the viewpoints of international capital

movement and economic fundamentals.

JEL Classification Numbers : E６２，F３２，F３４，G１８，H６２，P３０

Key Words : Financial Crisis, International Capital Movement, Eco-

nomic Fundamentals, Russian Economy

1. Introduction
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia has endured an eventful

and difficult period. In early１９９７，despite many remaining weaknesses, the
Russian economy appeared stronger than at any previous time during the
transition period. The sharp yearly declines in output had finally stabilized,
with annual GDP growth turning slightly positive. Tight monetary policy had
brought CPI inflation down from１３０percent in１９９５，to２１．８percent in１９９６，
and１１percent in１９９７（Table１）．However, government bond prices began to
turn downward in early August１９９８，and a number of banks rushed to sell
their treasury bill portfolios in a desperate attempt to meet their current obli-
gations on foreign loans and protect themselves from exchange rate risk.
These efforts exerted further pressure on interest rates and the exchange rate.
By the end of the first week of August, interest rates had shot up to record lev-
els, a large number of Russian banks were in default, the interbank credit
market had collapsed, the payments system was breaking down, and deposi-
tors were making runs on the banks. On August１７，１９９８，the Central Bank of
Russia（CBR）and the Russian government announced a series of measures :
a new exchange rate bond to accommodate a limited devaluation of the ruble,
the cessation of payments on GKO/OFZ（government bonds）with maturities
before the end of１９９９，pending a restructuring of this debt, and a９０-day mora-
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Table 1. GDP（average percentage change from prior year）and

Consumer Price Index

（Dec/Dec）

１９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１

GDP －１２．７ －４．１ －３．４ ０．９ －４．９ ５．４ ８．３ ５．０

CPI ２２０ １３０ ２１．８ １１．０ ８４．４ ３６．５ ３１．６ １８．６

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１，p．２７９, p．５８３, Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２００２, No．４,

p．６, Sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoe polozhenie Rossii,２００１, No．１２, p．７．

torium on payments by Russian banks and private firms on obligations to for-
eigners.

The Russian financial crisis of１９９７-９８ has been extensively studied by
Russian and Western economists.１）The IMF（１９９９）reported the causes of the
crisis as follows. The financial crisis was rooted in persistent fiscal imbalances
and structural weaknesses in the enterprise and banking sectors. The fiscal
position was further weakened by the decline in oil and other commodity
prices, which reduced tax revenues and the prospective receipts from privati-
zations in the energy sector. By mid-August, with investor confidence in a
state of collapse, international reserves dwindling and interest rates soaring,
the authorities became unable to defend the ruble exchange rate peg or to refi-
nance maturing public debt（IMF（１９９９）, pp．３１-３３）. Sutela（１９９９）argues the
causes of the crisis from the almost same viewpoints, pointing out bad luck,
bad policies and bad institutions. IEPP（１９９９）indicated as reasons for the Rus-
sian crisis the budget deficit, the situation surrounding the balance of pay-
ments, and the vulnerability of the banking system. Malleret et al．（１９９９）out-
line the factors underlying the crisis and reconstruct the sequence of events
that led to the default-devaluation decision of August１７．

Whereas there are numerous researches and reports that argue the rea-
sons for the Russian financial crisis, there is little research from the viewpoint
of the changes in the situation that caused the Russian financial crisis. There-
fore, in this paper we seek to review the reasons for the Russian financial cri-
sis and analyze the situational changes in its causes during the process of the
economic recovery, from the viewpoints of international capital movement and
economic fundamentals.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section２examines the causes of
the financial crisis of１９９８, from viewpoints of the current account, budget defi-
cit, liberalization of government bond market to non-residents, loans from non
-residents, and the ruble exchange rate policy. Section３analyzes the rapid re-
covery of the Russian economy after the crisis from the same points of view.
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Figure１. Current account
（percent of GDP）

Source : Web site of CBR（revised on January５,２００３）（http : //www.cbr.ru），International financial statistics,

March１９９７, pp．５１８-５１９, June１９９９, pp.６３０-６３１, December２００２, p．７４０，Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhe-

godnik,２００１, p．２７９, Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２００２, No．４，p．６．

The last section is a summary and conclusion．２）

2. Background to the Crisis
In this section, we argue the background of the August crisis from the as-

pects of the current account, budget deficit, liberalization of the government
bond market to non-residents, loans from non-residents, and the ruble ex-
change rate policy.

2. 1 Current Account
Russia’s current account was generally in surplus before the crisis, with

the ratio to GDP amounting to２．８percent in１９９４，２．１percent in１９９５，and２．６
percent in１９９６（Figure１）．However, the current account position turned
negative in the second quarter of１９９７，and continued to be negative until the
second quarter of１９９８．

Here, let us survey Russia’s foreign trade structure（Figure２and Figure
３）．One of the main components of exports was mineral products, which ac-
counted for３０-４０ percent of total exports before the crisis. Metal, precious
stones and related products amounted to２０ percent of total exports. The
amount of exports decreased in１９９８，largely as a result of a decrease in ex-
ports of mineral products. Oil prices peaked at about USD２４per barrel（IPE
Brent futures）at the turn of１９９６-１９９７，but then declined to USD１２and even
USD１０in１９９８（see Figure９below）．The fall in oil prices exerted an influence
on the RTS Index（Russian stock price index）．Because oil and gas sectors ac-
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Figure２. Share by export components（left scale）

and total amount of exports（right scale）
（billions of USD）

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．６０８,２００２, p．６１８．

counted for４６．４percent of the Index, the correction in oil and gas stock prices
put downward pressure on the Index（Malleret et al．（１９９９）, pp．１１２-１１３）．The
RTS Index peaked at５７１．６６on October６，１９９７and decreased to less than１５０
by the beginning of August１９９８．３）

On the other hand, the main components of Russian imports were ma-
chinery, equipment and transportation facilities. The share of these goods in
total import increased in１９９７, reaching３５．２percent of total imports. Imports
of machinery, equipment and transportation facilities from non-CIS countries
amounted to USD１５．２billion in１９９７, a２５．６percent increase over the prior
year, and their import from CIS countries was USD３．５billion, a２４．０percent
increase（Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００２, p．６２０）．

Foreign exchange reserves amounted to USD３，９８０million at the end of
１９９４（Figure４）．Reserves greatly expanded to USD１６，３３１million at the end
of the first quarter of１９９６under the surplus tendency of the current account.
Following a decline in foreign exchange reserves, they began to increase again,
amounting to USD２０，３９６million at the end of the second quarter of１９９７．
However, they again dropped, falling to USD１１，１６１million at the end of the
second quarter of１９９８．The declining tendency of Russia’s foreign exchange re-
serves could result in negative expectations among non-residents.
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Figure３. Share by import components（left scale）

and total amount of import（right scale）

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．６０９,２００２, p．６１９

（billions of USD）

Figure４. Russia's foreign exchange reserves at the end of each quarter

Source : International financial statistics, March１９９７, pp．５１８-５１９, June１９９９, pp．６３０-６３１,

Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２００２, No．３, p．２０．

（USD millions）
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Figure５. Saving and investment rate

（Note）Saving rate = Gross saving/GDP, Investment rate = Gross capital formation/GDP.

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．２８１,２００２, p．２８１．

（in percent of GDP）

In connection with current account, let us analyze the Russian saving-
investment balance. According to SNA data, we can formulate the following
expression.

Gross saving = Gross capital formation + Current account
＋Statistical discrepancy

As can be seen in Figure５，the gross saving rate exceeded the gross in-
vestment rate for every year except１９９７．There is an opinion that the increase
in the current account surplus and the declining tendency of GDP were two
sides of the same coin. According to this idea, the decrease in imports of“ma-
chinery, equipment and transportation facilities”in comparison with the So-
viet era means that investment goods imports were smaller, whereas the
steady export tendency for“natural resources”and“metal, precious stones and
related products”means that domestic consumption was lower and the re-
maining quantities were exported（Uegaki（１９９９）, pp.１７０-１７１）．

Furthermore, the saving excess against investment does not mean that
demand for funds was sufficiently satisfied through financial intermediation
from savers holding surplus funds to borrowers short of funds. The share of
own funds in financial sources for fixed capital investment was４９．０percent in
１９９５,５２．３percent in１９９６,６０．８percent in１９９７, and５３．２percent in１９９８（Table
２）．Moreover, bank loans amounted to only２．７percent of financial sources for
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Table２．The structure of fixed capital investment by financial source

（percent）

１９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１

Own funds n.a. ４９．０ ５２．３ ６０．８ ５３．２ ５２．４ ４６．１ ５３．２
Raised funds n.a. ５１．０ ４７．７ ３９．２ ４６．８ ４７．６ ５３．９ ４６．８

Including :
Budget fund n.a. ２１．８ ２０．１ ２０．７ １９．１ １７．０ ２１．２ １９．６
Bank loans n.a. n.a. ２．７ ２．６ ３．０ n.a. n.a. n.a.

（Note）Data in２００１are those of the fourth quarter.

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．５７１, Statisticheskoe obozrenie, No．２,２００２, p．５５, IEPP

（１９９９）, Chapter２．４．

Table 3. Federal budget balance

（percent of GDP）

１９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１
Federal budget －４．１ －０．６ －３．５ －３．８ －５．３ －１．１ １．５ ３．０

balance

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．５３０,２００２, p．５３４．

fixed capital investment in１９９６,２．６percent in１９９７, and２．６percent in１９９８．
The situation of household savings also indicates the imperfect functioning of
financial intermediation by financial institutions. Bank deposits, securities
and bonds accounted for only１９．５percent of the increase of household savings
in１９９６and８．７percent in１９９７，while purchases of foreign currency amounted
to７４．９percent in１９９６and８４．６percent in１９９７（CBR（１９９８）, p.１９０）．

2. 2 Budget Deficit and Liberalization
of the Government Bond Market to Non-Residents

The federal budget deficit amounted to４．１percent of GDP in１９９４（Table
３）．To close this gap,７６．０percent of the deficit was financed by loans and the
profit of CBR in１９９４（Dement’ev（１９９６）, p．１６）．However, it was prohibited to
finance the governmental deficit by loans and the profit of CBR after１９９５．
Therefore, the Russian government was obliged to finance its deficit from
sources such as government bonds and foreign loans. The amount of govern-
ment bonds issued in１９９５reached１７１billion rubles, compared to２０．５billion
rubles in１９９４（Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．５３９）．

The Russian government paid attention to foreign investment as a source
for financing budget deficit. Before February１９９６, non-residents could obtain
Russian government bonds, using a ruble account type“T”opened in Russian
banks. However, non-residents were not allowed to exchange the rubles in this
account for foreign currency－that is, to repatriate profits gained from Russian
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government bond operations. Therefore, there were many cases of illegal op-
erations related to government bonds by non-residents. In February１９９６, CBR
allowed non-residents to conduct operations in the primary market for govern-
ment bonds. Buyers were required to hold government bonds acquired in the
primary market until redemption, and non-residents were prohibited to oper-
ate in the secondary market. The Russian government attracted about USD２
billion of foreign investment from February to August１９９６（Semenkova and
Aleksanian（１９９５）, p．１２２）. Furthermore, CBR introduced a new scheme for
government bond operations for non-residents. Non-residents were allowed to
open a ruble account type“S”in authorized banks, and conduct operations in
the secondary market. CBR imposed a restriction on exchange of the rubles
gained from operations in the secondary market into foreign currency. Foreign
investors wishing to repatriate their earnings or capital from the government
bond market were obliged to first purchase forward contracts（the situation
concerning forward and future contracts will be discussed below）. There were
positive effects from the attraction of foreign investment to the government
bond market, including an increase in operation volume and a decrease in
bond interest rates. Therefore, CBR continued gradual deregulation of govern-
ment bond operations for non-residents. After January１,１９９８, all restrictions
on investment by non-residents were removed, and Russia became very vul-
nerable to a sudden turnaround in investor confidence.４）While the portfolio
investment flow was USD２１million in１９９４and -USD２，４４４million in１９９５, it
increased to USD４，４１０million in１９９６and USD４５，７７５million in１９９７（Table
４）.

Whereas the macroeconomic indicators showed favorable values in１９９７,
the crisis was near at hand. As can be seen in Table５, financing the federal
budget deficit through GKO was not possible after June１９９８, and internal fi-
nancing became negative after July１９９８. Furthermore, during the first half of

Table４. Financial account of Russia

（millions of USD）

１９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１
Financial －１０，２６３ ２，４９７ －２，６７６ ９，６８５ ９，９８１ －１５，７３０－４８，６３８－１５，３７８
account
Direct ４０８ １，４６０ １，６５６ １，６８１ １，４９２ １，１０２ －４６３ －６４

investment
Portfolio ２１ －２，４４４ ４，４１０ ４５，７７５ ８，６１８ －９４６ －１０，３３４ －６５３

investment
Other －１２，５８８１３，８６７ －１１，５８４－３５，８３４－５，４３４－１４，１０８－２１，８３１－６，４４９

investment

Source : Web site of CBR.（Revised on January５，２００３）（http : //www.cbr.ru）
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１９９８, about５０percent of federal tax revenue was needed for servicing the debt,
and just before the crisis all federal tax revenue was so used（Sutela（１９９９）, p.
８）.

It is almost doubtless that the fiscal imbalance of the Russian government
became one of the causes for the August crisis. In relation to this, there is an
opinion that the Russian government was unable to collect taxes（for example,
Summers（１９９８）, pp．２-３）．As Illarionov criticizes this point, however, facts
do not support this argument（Illarionov（１９９９）, pp．１６-１９）．For example, the
ratio of the federal budget revenue to GDP in the first seven months of１９９８in-
creased in comparison with the same period of１９９７（１０．１percent in１９９７and
１１．９ percent in １９９８）（Sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoe polozhenie Rossii, １９９９，
No．１, pp.２０５-２０６）．

2. 3 Loans Extended by Non-Residents
The large share of household deposits was concentrated in Sberbank, ac-

counting for６５．３percent at the beginning of１９９６（Biulleten’ bankovskoi statis-
tiki，１９９６, No．２-３，p．２０）．The dominant Moscow banks began to raise funds

Table５．Sources of financing Russia's federal budget deficit

（billions of rubles）

１９９８ Jan Jan-Feb Jan-Mar Jan-Apr Jan-May Jan-Jun

Total ８．８ ６．７ ２０．０ ２８．３ ３５．５ ４６．２

Domestic sources ２．２ ０．３ １４．４ ２０．５ ２５．７ １２．３

GKO ２．７ ７．１ １６．４ ６．１ ６．１ －５．４

OFZ … ０．０ ５．０ ２５．７ ２８．３ ３１．９

Others －０．５ －６．８ －７ －１１．３ －８．７ －１４．２

Foreign sources ６．６ ６．４ ５．６ ７．８ ９．８ ３３．９

１９９８ Jan-Jul Jan-Aug Jan-Sep Jan-Oct Jan-Nov Jan-Dec

Total ５４．６ ５６．２ ５７．０ ６６．１ ７７．５ ８６．５

Domestic sources －８．４ －１３．０ －１５．９ －１２．１ －６．８ －３．７

GKO －４７．３ －５６．０ －５６．３ －５６．６ －５６．８ －５７．０

OFZ ３９．８ ４５．３ ５２．３ ５５．８ ６５．８ ８５．９

Others －０．９ －２．３ －１１．９ －１１．３ －１５．８ －３２．６

Foreign sources ６３．０ ６９．２ ７２．９ ７８．２ ８４．３ ９０．２

（Note１）GKO－discount government bond with a maturity less than one year. OFZ－interest-bearing

government bond with a maturity more than one year.

（Note２）Foreign sources consist of credits from international financial organizations and credits ex-

tended to Russia by foreign governments and foreign commercial banks and companies.

Source : Sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoe polozhenie Rossii,１９９８, No．３, p．１５７, No．５, p．１６４, No．７, pp．１８５-１８６,

No．９, p．１９０, No．１１, p．１８４,１９９９, No．１, p．２１０．
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Figure６. Banks' liabilities of loans and deposits

In the financial account
（millions of USD）

Source : Web site of CBR（http : //www.cbr.ru）．

Figure７. Liabilities to BIS reporting banks

（millions of USD）

（Note）The BIS consolidated banking statistics measure the foreign claims of banks headquartered in-

side the reporting area. BIS reporting banks are commercial banks and other deposit-taking

institutions in２４jurisdictions that contribute to the BIS consolidated banking statistics : Aus-

tria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong SAR, India, Ireland,

Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Swit-

zerland, Taiwan（China），Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Source : BIS, Consolidated international banking statistics.
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from non-residents actively from１９９６, about８０percent of which had a matur-
ity of less than one year（BEA（１９９９）, Chapter１６, p．２）．The share of foreign
loans in balance sheet liabilities for the２０largest banks exceeded２０percent
（Tsentr Razvitiia（１９９９）, p．１４）．Under the stable exchange rate guaranteed
by the authorities and high yields on Russian government bonds,５）banks ob-
tained more government bonds by using the foreign funds they raised（BEA
（１９９９）, Chapter１６, p．２）．

According to the data of the financial account in the balance of payments,
the flow of Russian banks’ liabilities of loans and deposits began to increase
around１９９６, amounting to USD２,６１５million in the third quarter of１９９７（Fig-
ure６）．However, the flow decreased to USD２２０million in the first quarter of
１９９８and -USD４,９１８million in the third quarter of１９９８．

Furthermore, let us survey the consolidated international banking statis-
tics of BIS. As can be seen in Figure７，Russian banks’ outstanding liabilities to
BIS reporting banks reached USD４６．９billion at the end of the second quarter
of１９９５. The amount of liabilities showed a tendency to gradually decrease, fall-
ing to USD３８．５billion at the end of the second quarter of１９９８．

During the course of１９９８，banks sought to address the growing imbalance
in their open foreign positions by issuing new credits in, or converting old cred-
its into, foreign currency（BEA（１９９９）, Chapter１６，p．４）. Furthermore, a num-
ber of banks also suffered from an imbalance in the maturity structure of their
foreign-denominated assets and liabilities, with the latter being generally of a
more short-term nature（OECD（２０００）, p．３９）. As shown in Table６, Russian
banks tended to increase loans denominated in foreign currency. While the
share of loans denominated in foreign currency was３９．３percent in February
１９９８, it increased to４６．７percent in August１９９８（the exchange rate was６．０２６
rubles for USD at the beginning of February１９９８and６．２４１rubles for USD at
the beginning of August１９９８）. Moreover, whereas the outstanding balance of
loans denominated in rubles tended to decrease, the outstanding balance of

Table６. The outstanding of loans denominated in rubles and foreign currency

at the beginning of each month in１９９８

（billions of rubles, billions of USD）

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Loans in rubles １５０．０ １５１．１ １５１．３ １５０．１ １４５．５ １４７．８ １４４．６

Loans in foreign currency １６．１ １６．６ １７．４ １８．７ １９．３ ２０．１ ２０．３

Share of loans in rubles（％） ６０．７ ６０．０ ５８．４ ５６．７ ５５．１ ５４．３ ５３．３

Ruble/USD ６．０２６ ６．０７２ ６．１０８ ６．１３４ ６．１６４ ６．２００ ６．２４１

（Note）Loans consist of corporate, interbank and personal loans.

Source : Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,１９９９, No．２, pp．３７-３８, p．８０．
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loans denominated in foreign currency steadily increased.
In connection with foreign currency operations, one of the most important

operations for Moscow banks was future and forward contracts. CBR began to
stimulate the development of a futures market from１９９６. As mentioned above,
according to regulations existing until January１,１９９８, foreign investors wish-
ing to repatriate their earnings or capital from the government bond market
were obliged to first purchase special forward contracts. They could hedge the
exchange rate risk in the interim period through additional forward contracts
for foreign currency.

A substantial amount of the hard currency liabilities of the large Russian
banks were off-balance-sheet, consisting primarily of forward contracts signed
with foreign investors for the hedging of exchange rate risk. Net obligations of
Russian banks according to such contracts were believed to be at least USD６
billion in the first half of１９９８, with at least USD３billion of this sum concen-
trated in the nine largest banks（Tsentr Razvitiia（１９９９）, p．１５）．Four of the
large Moscow banks also had another combined USD１billion in implicit li-
abilities in the form of guarantees for Eurobond issues of their foreign affili-
ates（BEA（１９９９）, Chapter１６）. Furthermore, aggregate balance sheet liabili-
ties（and assets）by forward contracts amounted to an astounding１trillion ru-
bles on January１,１９９８, equivalent to about USD１４０billion, or over１３０per
cent of the total assets in the entire Russian banking system（OECD（２０００）,
p．１５１）. This is due, however, to multiple hedging. Foreign investors hedged
with the large banks, which then balanced their risks and open foreign posi-
tions by hedging with a number of medium-size banks, which hedged with still
smaller banks, etc. In sum, it had already become clear in１９９７that the large
Moscow banks, and consequently the Russian banking system, could not with-
stand a combination of excessive declines in bond prices and a sharp deprecia-
tion of the ruble. This fact was one of the reasons for the strong determination
of CBR to continue to defend the ruble until mid-１９９８（OECD（２０００）, p．４０）.

2. 4 Ruble Exchange Rate Policy
The exchange rate had been depreciating in line with CPI inflation since

the beginning of１９９４. In the second quarter of１９９５, however, large capital in-
flows started to put pressure on the exchange rate. The Russian government
and CBR introduced a fixed Ruble/USD４．３-４.９exchange rate corridor on July
６,１９９５. Combined with high interest rates, this nominal anchor had a clear
stabilizing impact on expectations. Recognizing the unsustainability of a swift
pace of real appreciation, the authorities announced a Ruble/USD４.５５-５．１５
corridor for the first half of１９９６. A regime switch, which at the same time pro-
vided an elegant exit from the fixed peg, was decided and the authorities com-
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Figure８. Real effective exchange rate

Source : International financial statistics, January１９９９, p．６０６, June１９９９, pp．６３０-６３１,

December２００２, pp．７４０-７４１．

（１９９５＝１００, period average）

mitted themselves to a crawling bond for the second half of１９９６.６）After Janu-
ary１,１９９８, the fixed exchange rate bond was introduced again, which was set
within Ruble/USD５.２５-７.１５.

Figure８indicates that the ruble appreciated strongly in１９９５ and re-
mained at a high level right before the financial crisis. Therefore, it is widely
argued that the ruble exchange rate had been overvalued（for example, Popov
（１９９９））. On the other hand, there is an opinion that the starting point was ex-
ceptionally depressed, pointing out that even after huge real appreciation the
average monthly dollar wage remained low in comparison with the non-former
Soviet Union transition economies（See Sutela（１９９９）, p．９）．In any case, we
consider that export of oil and gas led to overestimation of the ruble, which re-
sulted in the large amounts of imports of inexpensive goods and damage to
Russian industries. Therefore, the advantage of Russian natural resources
seemed to exert a negative influence on Russia’s economic growth.７）According
to estimations of Kuboniwa, the share of imports in aggregate demand ac-

Table７．Growth rate of industrial production by sectors

（percent change from prior year）

１９９２ １９９３ １９９４ １９９５ １９９６ １９９７

All manufacturing industries －１８ －１４ －２１ －３ －５ ２

Light industry －３０ －２３ －４６ －３０ －２８ －４

Machinery and metalworking －１５ －１６ －３１ －９ －１４ ３

Food －１６ －９ －１７ －８ －９ －３

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, p．３３７．
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counted for７０．０percent in light industry,３５．０percent in machinery, and２６．２
percent in the food industry in１９９５, while it amounted to１４．４percent,１２．０
percent, and１８．５percent, respectively, in１９９１（Kuboniwa（１９９９）, p．８８）. Ac-
cording to Table７, the decrease in the output of light industry is remarkable,
which recorded a larger drop than all manufacturing industries. Machinery
and metalworking also suffered a large output reduction.

3. The Financial Crisis : Consequences
As shown in Table１above, the annual GDP growth turned negative again

and decreased by４．９ percent in１９９８．CPI inflation surged to８４．４ percent,
partly because the sharp depreciation of the ruble caused an increase in im-
port goods prices.

As can be seen in Table８, the output of basic industries production and
services continued to decrease in the beginning of１９９９. However, it turned
positive in May and showed an increasing tendency thereafter. Whereas GDP

Table８．Output of basic industries production and services in１９９９

（percent change from same period in the prior year）

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

－４．９ －４．５ －１．４ －１．３ ２．２ ４．１

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

６．３ ８．３ １１．９ ９．７ １０．６ １０．６

Source : Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２０００, No．１, p．５, No．７, p．６．

Table９．Growth rate of industrial production by sectors

（percent change from prior year）

１９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１

All manufacturing industries －５．０ １１．０ １２．０ ５．０

Electricity －２．０ －１．０ ２．０ ２．０

Oil and natural gas －３．０ ２．０ ５．０ ６．０

Steel －８．０ １７．０ １６．０ －０．２

Nonferrous metal －４．０ １０．０ １５．０ ５．０

Chemicals and petrochemicals －７．０ ２４．０ １５．０ ５．０

Machinery and metalworking －７．０ １７．０ ２０．０ ７．０

Lumber-processing and papermaking ０．４ １８．０ １３．０ ３．０

Construction materials －６．０ １０．３ １３．０ ６．０

Light industry －１０．０ １２．０ ２１．０ ５．０

Food ０．８ ４．０ １４．０ ８．０

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００２, p．３４３．
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growth rate was -２．７percent in the first quarter in comparison with the same
period of the previous year, it increased to１．２percent in the second quarter,
６.７percent in the third quarter and７.３percent in the fourth quarter in１９９９
（Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２０００, No．７, p．６）．

The GDP growth rate reached９．０percent and basic industrial production
increased１０．２ percent in２０００．According to Table９，the growth rate of the
food industry and the light industry increased from４．０percent and１２．０per-
cent in１９９９ to１４．０percent and２１．０percent in２０００，respectively. The year
２００１ showed deceleration of growth in almost all sectors of production. The
GDP growth rate decreased to５．０percent, and the growth of basic industrial
production was５．７percent.

In the following sections, let us analyze the post-crisis circumstances of
the causes of the Russian financial crisis.

3. 1 Current Account 8）

While the current account surplus was less than０．１percent of GDP in
１９９８，it reached１２．７percent of GDP in１９９９．The reason the current account
surplus increased drastically can be explained by the sharp decrease in im-
ports and the deterioration of GDP in terms of USD. As shown in Figure２and
Figure３above, exports increased by１．５ percent and imports decreased by
３１．９percent in１９９９．Imports of“machinery, equipment and transportation fa-
cilities”dropped from USD１５．５billion in１９９８to USD１０．０billion in１９９９，a
３０．５percent decrease. Imports from non-CIS countries shrank３２．２percent,
which was a larger drop than the２１．２percent decrease in imports from CIS
countries.

The current account surplus expanded further in２０００，amounting to１８．７
percent of GDP. Behind this current account increase was a surge in oil prices.
The IPE crude oil futures price declined to less than USD１０per barrel in De-
cember１９９８．However, after March１９９９，oil prices began to rise, reaching USD
３０per barrel in March２０００and USD３４per barrel in September２０００（Figure
９）．Exports of mineral products amounted to USD５５．５ billion, which ac-
counted for５３．８percent of total exports.

On the other hand, total imports increased１１．９percent in２０００．While im-
ports from non-CIS countries grew１．８percent, imports from CIS countries ex-
panded３８．１percent, although starting from a low level.

The current account surplus decreased to１１．２percent of GDP in２００１．
The volume of total exports decreased slightly, to USD９９．２billion in２００１. Al-
though oil prices temporarily fell to less than USD２０in the second half of２００１，
the amount of mineral products reached USD５４．２billion in２００１．On the other
hand, the amount of imports increased２２．５percent, reaching USD４１．５billion.
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In particular, imports of machinery, equipment and transportation facilities
expanded３２．８percent, to USD１４．１billion. Imports of these articles from non-
CIS countries reached USD１１．３billion, a３９．９percent increase.

The output and import increases in the machinery and metalworking in-
dustries were reflected in the investment increase. Following Russia’s transi-
tion to a market economy, the rate of investment increase had been in negative.
However, it turned positive in１９９９，amounting to５percent（Table１０）．The
years２０００and２００１also witnessed a positive rate of investment increase（１７
percent and９percent, respectively）．

The export increase resulted in an increase of the ratio of exports to GDP.
While the ratio of exports to GDP was２０．３percent in１９９７，it dramatically in-
creased to３９．１percent in１９９９，and４１．８percent in２０００（Figure１０）．Further-
more, foreign exchange reserves began to dramatically rise from the end of
１９９９．While reserves totaled USD６，６３４million at the end of the third quarter
of１９９９，they reached USD３４，０４４million at the end of the third quarter of
２００１，an increase of more than five times（Figure４above）．

Table１０．Investment to fixed capital （percent of the prior year）

１９９５ １９９６ １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００ ２００１

－１０ －１８ －５ －１２ ５ １７ ９

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００２, p．５７７．

Figure９．IPE Brent crude oil futures（close, nearby month）
（USD/barrel）

Source : Web site of International Petroleum Exchange of London．（http : //www. ipe.uk.com）
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Figure１０．Trade account balance（left scale, billions of USD）

and the ratio of exports to GDP（right scale, percent）

Source : Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００１, pp．６０８-６０９,２００２, pp．６１８-６１９．

In relation to the current account, let us survey the saving-investment
balance（Figure５above）. While gross saving increased dramatically, reaching
２６．９percent of GDP, the gross investment rate decreased to１５．３percent of
GDP in１９９９．In２０００，the gross saving rate expanded further, amounting to
３３．６percent of GDP, and the gross investment rate increased to１７．６percent
of GDP. Investment growth was rapid in２０００，amounting to１７ percent. As
RET indicates, however, gross capital formation was clearly not adequate in
the current situation（RET，２０００，Vol．９，No．４，p．５）．In２００１，the saving rate
decreased to３３．４percent of GDP, while the investment rate increased to２２．１
percent of GDP. The situation surrounding the sources for fixed capital invest-
ment remained nearly unchanged. Own funds accounted for４６．１percent in
２０００，and５３．２percent in２００１，of all sources for fixed capital investment（Table
２above）．Furthermore, IEPP（２００２）points out that bank loans accounted for
only５．８percent and４．４percent of all sources for fixed capital investment in
the first half of２０００and２００１，respectively. On the other hand, the situation of
household savings has changed. Bank deposits, securities and bonds accounted
for only２８．０percent of the increase of household savings in２０００and３２．７per-
cent in２００１，while purchases of foreign currency amounted to５０．１percent in
２０００and５０．０percent in２００１（CBR（２００２）, p．１８５）. Though the share of bank
deposits, securities and bonds in the increase of household savings augmented
in comparison with the pre-crisis situation, purchases of foreign currency re-
mained at a high level.
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Table１１．Sources of financing of Russia's federal budget deficit
（billions of rubles）

１９９９ ２０００ ２００１

Total ５１．４ －１０２．９ －２６５．０

Domestic sources １６．９ －２．９ －１２．１

GKO －１１．９ －４．０ １５．１

OFZ ５２．８ １０．６ －２６．１

Others －２４．０ －９．５ －１．１

Foreign sources ３４．５ －１００．０ －２５２．９

（Note）The federal budget balance in the years２０００and２００１ran a surplus. Therefore, the total amount of

sources of financing of Russia’s federal budget deficit is indicated as a negative number.

Source : Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２００２, No．５, p．８．

3.2 Budget Deficit
In August１９９８，the government bond market suspended its functions.

Therefore, the federal government was obliged to depend on loans from CBR
for financing its budget deficit. Federal Law No．１９２as of December２９，１９９８
provided that CBR acquire２５．２billion rubles of OFZ, and that the federal gov-
ernment redeem these OFZ from２００５to２０１３．９）

While the federal budget ran to a -１．１percent deficit of GDP in１９９９，it
turned positive in２０００．As can be seen in Table２above, the federal budget
surplus reached１．５percent of GDP in２０００. According to estimates of “Rus-
sian economic trends”，oil export duties alone generated１７１ billion rubles,
which equaled１５percent of the total federal budget revenue, while in１９９９the
share was only７percent（RET，２０００，Vol．９，No．４，p．５）．The year ２００１ also
ended with a surplus for the federal budget（２．９percent of GDP）．While OFZ
and foreign sources mainly financed budget deficit in１９９９，most of budget sur-
plus was expended for repayment of liabilities to foreigners in２０００and２００１
（Table１１）．

3.3 Loans from Non-Residents
According to data on the balance of payments, banks’ liabilities for loans

and deposits in the financial account decreased to USD６，２８２million in１９９８
and USD８７９million in１９９９（Figure６above）．They increased to USD１，４９２
million in２０００，and further expanded to USD４，５８０million in２００１．On the
other hand, Russian banks’ liabilities to BIS reporting banks tended to decline
until２００１．

As mentioned above, banks sought to address the growing imbalance in
their open foreign positions by issuing new credits in, or converting old credits
into, foreign currency. The situation gradually changed after the crisis. As can
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Table１２．Outstanding loans denominated in rubles and foreign currency

at the beginning of each month

（billions of rubles, billions of USD）

Jan１９９９ Jul１９９９ Jan２０００ Jul２０００ Jan２００１ Jul２００１

Loans in rubles １２３．２ １８８．３ ２９２．７ ３８３．５ ５８８．３ ７５９．８

Loans in foreign currency １４．５ １１．４ １１．３ １１．４ １３．１ １４．５

Share of loans in rubles（％） ２９．２ ３９．８ ４９．０ ５４．６ ６１．５ ６４．３

Ruble/USD ２０．６５ ２５．０２ ２７．００ ２８．０５ ２８．１６ ２９．０７

（Note）Loans consist of corporate, interbank and personal loans.

Source : Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki,２０００, No．３, pp．３１-３２, p．８２,２００１, No．３, pp．３２-３３, p．８１,２００２, No．３,

pp．３５-３６, p．８１．

be seen in Table１２，the share of loans denominated in rubles was２９．２percent
in January１９９９，but it tended to increase and reached６４．３percent in July
２００１．

The market for financial derivative contracts in２００１became less active
than in１９９８．According to data about Russian banks’ liabilities for financial
derivatives, liabilities for delivery of foreign exchange amounted to１，０７６．９
billion rubles at the beginning of February１９９８，but shrank to１６９．３billion ru-
bles at the beginning of ２００１（Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki，１９９９，No．３，
p．８８，２００２，No．５，p．９８）．１０）

3. 4 Ruble Exchange Rate Policy
The Russian government and CBR announced a new exchange rate bond

（Ruble/USD６-９．５）on August１７，１９９８and on September２，１９９８moved to a
full-fledged float. After that, CBR took several measures to prevent the ruble’s
depreciation, one of which was a change in the way of selling export proceeds
in foreign currency. Under the former regulation, export enterprises had to sell
５０percent of their export proceeds in foreign currency to the authorized banks.
In accordance with Order of CBR as of September１１，１９９８，No．３４７，enterprises
were required to sell５０percent of their export proceeds at the authorized in-
terbank market rates through the authorized banks.

Furthermore, a special transaction session was organized in the interbank
markets in accordance with Regulation of CBR as of September２８，１９９８，
No．５７．The session was held in the morning, during which transactions were
limited for the purpose of import payments, and so on. The regular session was
held in the afternoon. The share of obligatory sales by export enterprises was
raised from５０percent to７５percent in accordance with Federal Law, No．１９２
as of December２９，１９９８（enacted from the day of official announcement）．In
spite of a series of measures, the nominal ruble exchange rate continued to de-
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valuate, reaching２０rubles per USD in December１９９８．The real effective ex-
change rate also depreciated from１３２．００in the second quarter of１９９８to７７．０７
in the fourth quarter of１９９８（１９９５＝１００）．

The special session in the interbank markets was abolished on June
２９，１９９９in accordance with Regulation of CBR, No．７７as of June１６，１９９９. The
share of obligatory sales of export proceeds was decreased from７５percent to
５０percent in accordance with Federal Law, No．１３０as of August８，２００１（en-
acted from the day of official announcement）．The nominal exchange rate was
２７．００rubles at the end of１９９９，２８．１６rubles at the end of２０００and３０．１４rubles
at the end of２００１（Biulleten’ bankovskoi statistiki，２０００，No．３，p．３２，２００１，No．３，
p．３３，２００２，No．５，p．３６）．The real effective exchange rate began to appreciate in
１９９９，standing at８２．１３ in the fourth quarter of１９９９，and reaching１００．５７ in
the fourth quarter of２０００and１０９．５１in the fourth quarter of２００１（１９９５＝１００）．

Finally, let us analyze the depreciation effect of the ruble on output by sec-
tors. Table１３indicates the investment situation, in which the rate of total in-
vestment increase is expressed as１００．Therefore, if the rate of investment in-
crease in a sector exceeds the rate of total investment increase, the former will
be indicated as higher than１００，and vise versa. In１９９９，the indicators for
nearly all manufacturing industries were over１００．In particular，“nonferrous
metals”,“lumber-processing and papermaking”,“light industry”and“food”re-
corded high rates of investment increase. However, the rates of investment in-
crease for“lumber-processing and papermaking”,“light industry”and“food”
fell below that for all industries in２０００and２００１. As shown in Table９above，
“light industry”,“machinery, metal working industry”, and“food”showed the

Table１３．Rate of investment increase by sectors

（total＝１００）

１９９９ ２０００ ２００１

Total １００．０ １００．０ １００．０

All manufacturing industries １３１．０ １０７．１ １６９．６

Electricity ３１．５ ６０．５ １７２．４

Oil and natural gas １３９．１ １７５．９ ２３０．４

Steel １１５．０ ９９．９ １９０．７

Nonferrous metals ２２１．５ １３１．２ ２０２．１

Chemicals and petrochemicals ９１．９ １０２．６ １８１．２

Machinery and metalworking １２９．４ ５６．２ １０２．０

Lumber-processing and papermaking ２８４．７ ８２．５ －５１．５

Construction materials １４１．１ １１５．１ ８９．５

Light industry １７７．２ ６．６ ３４．６

Food ２１３．０ ９．８ ２１．７

Source : Calculated by this author on the basis of Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik,２００２, p．３４３．
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greater growth. The share of imports in aggregate demand in these industries
was relatively larger. On the other hand, the oil and natural gas industry ex-
ceeded the rate of investment increase for all industries for all three years.

4. Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the economic background and consequences of

the financial crisis from viewpoints of the current account, budget deficit,
loans from non-residents and ruble exchange rate policy.

Russia’s current account was generally in surplus before１９９７．However, it
turned to deficit from the second quarter of１９９７．The main reasons for this
change were the decline in oil prices（in１９９７and１９９８），the increase in imports
（in１９９７）and the decrease in exports（in１９９８）．Immediately after the crisis,
the current account turned positive, and its volume as a percent of GDP ex-
panded dramatically, boosted by a surge in oil prices. On the other hand, the
saving rate tended to be in excess of the investment rate. After the crisis, the
saving rate increased sharply, whereas the investment rate remained at a low
level until２０００．In２００１，the investment rate reached２２．１percent, which was
reflected in the increase in imports of machinery, equipment and transporta-
tion facilities. As to the sources for fixed capital investment, the situation re-
mained nearly unchanged. Own funds generally accounted for a larger part of
investment sources, while bank loans amounted to only２-６percent.

Russia’s budget deficit was one of the most significant causes of the Rus-
sian financial crisis. Since１９９５，the Russian government was required to fi-
nance a budget deficit, without depending on loans extended by the Central
Bank. In order to attract foreign investment, the Russian government gradu-
ally opened the government bond market to non-residents. Non-residents’
share of the government bonds outstanding reached approximately３０percent.
In connection with the inflow of foreign capital, banks began to operate ac-
tively in the forward and future contracts market. Thus a situation conducive
to depreciation of the ruble was formed in the banking system. Furthermore,
the fact that about５０percent of federal tax revenue was expended for servic-
ing debt should have raised doubts about the solvency of the Russian govern-
ment. After the crisis, the situation changed and the federal budget ran a sur-
plus in２０００and２００１．However, to a large extent this surplus depended on oil
and natural gas duties.

Loans extended by non-residents also contributed to instability of the
Russian banking system. Banks dealt with the imbalance in their open foreign
positions by extending loans in foreign currency. After the crisis, the inflow of
foreign capital generally remained at a low level. The share of loans denomi-
nated in rubles gradually increased, accounting for over６０percent.
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In mid-１９９５，a fixed ruble rate corridor was introduced. The Russian gov-
ernment and CBR gradually depreciated the ruble rate range, temporarily in-
troducing a crawling peg. The real effective exchange rate was largely overval-
ued in１９９５，and for several years it remained at that level. We consider that
exports of oil and gas led to an overestimation of the ruble, which resulted in a
large amount of imports of inexpensive goods and a low level of output in Rus-
sian industries. Therefore, the advantage of Russian natural resources seemed
to exert a negative influence on Russia’s economic growth. Because of the Rus-
sian financial crisis, the real effective exchange rate decreased from１３０to less
than８０（１９９５＝１００）．While the drastic depreciation of the ruble exerted a nega-
tive influence on the Russian economy, it contributed to an increase in output
both in import substitution industries and in export-oriented industries. The
real effective exchange rate had been gradually appreciating, which together
with the decline in oil prices and a world economic slowdown, caused decelera-
tion of growth.

The Russian economy achieved GDP growth of５．４ percent，８．３ percent
and５．０percent in１９９９，２０００and２００１，respectively, and industrial production
has increased, surpassing the pre-crisis level. The real income of the popula-
tion is also improving. However, there still remain weaknesses in many as-
pects as mentioned above. In order for the Russian economy to grow further, it
will have to slough off its dependency on the oil and natural gas industry, en-
sure that banks fulfill their function of financial intermediation, and mobilize
household savings.

Research Associate, Hokkaido University

Notes

１）IMF（１９９８）distinguishes a number of broad types of economic or financial crises, including currency crisis,

banking crisis, systemic financial crisis and foreign debt crisis（for detailed definitions, see IMF（１９９８），

pp．７４-７６）．In this paper, we utilize the term“financial crisis”as a broad concept encompassing the four clas-

sifications of IMF（１９９８）．

２）The Russian government carried out a currency re-denomination on January１，１９９８，which equated one

new ruble to１０００old rubles. In this paper, we use the new monetary unit.

３）Data are available at the web site of Russian Trade System（http : //www.rtsnet.ru）．

４）For the gradual deregulation of government bond operations for non-residents, see Entov et al．（１９９９），

Chapter３．

５）The average annual yield rate on short-term government bonds was３４．７３ percent on December１，１９９７

（Tekushchie tendentsii v denezhno i kreditnoi sfere，１９９８，No．２，p．３２）whereas the annual rate of increase of

the consumer price index in１９９７was１１．０percent（Sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoe polozhenie Rossii, December

１９９７，p．１７４）．
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６）For the exchange rate policy before１９９７，see OECD（１９９７）．

７）For the same opinion, see Tabata（１９９９），p．５３．

８）Data related to foreign trade are based on Rossiiskii statisticheskii ezhegodnik，２００１，pp．６０８-６１０，２００２，

pp．６１８-６２１．

９）According to Finance Minister Zadornov, the actual amount of loans from CBR was２３．５billion rubles（Izves-

tiia, January２１，１９９９，p．４）．

１０）Liabilities for delivery of foreign exchange in“Russian banks’ liabilities for financial derivatives”contain fi-

nancial forward settlement contracts, options, and fixed term transactions included in currency swaps

which fall due not earlier than on the third day after completing the contract.
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